UniVert
The UniVert is ideal for a wide range of mechanical testing applications in the
laboratory and in the classroom. It’s small footprint and affordable price allows
users to have testing capabilities when and where they are needed. The easy-to-use
software and modular components allow the UniVert to be used without extensive
training or supervision.
This robust system is capable of tension and compression testing at forces up to
1kN. A wide range of specimen fixtures, chambers, and secondary axes are available
to accommodate different specimens and testing modes.

User-friendly software for user-specified displacement and force controlled
testing and easy data analysis.

Environmental chambers for testing under physiologically relevant physical
conditions.

Imaging and digital image correlation software for strain analysis and data
presentation.

Auxiliary shear, torsion, and pressure axes fully integrated into the controller
and software for a wide range of applications

Horizontal operation with tilt feature for seamless testing in a temperature
controlled media environment.
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UniVert

The UniVert test software enables users total control over

Horizontal operation with tilt feature for
seamless testing in a temperature controlled media
environment.

the test protocol. Real-time graphing and test monitoring provides
feedback during the test.

Shear, twist, and pressure axes can be used
to test a wide range of specimens. These actuators
and sensors integrate seamlessly with the device
controller, software and data output.

UniVert

Capacity
Load Cells
Stroke
Max Vel

UniVert S2

UniVert 1kN

200N

1000N

0.5 – 200N

0.5-1000N

300mm (longer on request)
20mm/s

100mm/s

20mm/s

Max Accel

2
1m/s

2
2m/s

2
1m/s

Max Cycle

2Hz

10Hz

2Hz

Max Data

100Hz

500Hz

100Hz

Image analysis
software can
measure specimen
strains using integrated
non-contact digital
image correlation
software.

CellScale Biomaterials Testing is the industry leader for precision biomaterial and
mechanobiology test systems. Our products are being used at world-class academic
and commercial organizations in over 30 countries around the globe.
Our mechanical test systems allow researchers to characterize the mechanical
properties of biomaterials. Our mechanobiology technologies provide insights into
the response of cells to mechanical stimulation.
CellScale’s technologies are improving human health by helping researchers discover
the causes of disease, improve medical treatments and devices, and advance
regenerative medicine and other basic science research.
Visit our website or contact us to learn how our innovative products can help you
achieve your research and development goals.
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